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Goodell, who ordered all team
facilities closed on March 26 and has
extended that ban indefinitely, won’t
be sharing hugs with Joe Burrow or
Chase Young or any of the other 32
first-rounders. He will offer congratulations remotely, but otherwise this
will be the barest of drafts.
And certainly not the easiest.

www.palatkadailynews.com
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COVID-19 pandemic has GMs
making choices from living rooms
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And
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easiest.after the COVID-19
With no pandemic
in-person interviews

Hustling to Get New Recruits
Keeping A Watchful Eye

SJR State volleyball coach brings in 11 new players, 3 he signed after pandemic shut down school
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25. Minnesota
26. Miami (from Houston)
27. Seattle
28. Baltimore
29. Tennessee
30. Green Bay
31. San Francisco
32. Kansas City

1. Cincinnati
2. Washington
3. Detroit
4. N.Y. Giants
5. Miami
“Everyone is really particular about side of the brief ones at the scouting
6. L.A. Chargers
how they go through the drafts, combine, few pro days and, perhaps
7. Carolina
right?” Falcons general manager most essentially, no in-depth physical
8. Arizona
Thomas Dimitroff says. “They want exams conducted by team doctors,
9. Jacksonville
to have the draft rooms. They want to the deep data dives have turned into
By Barry Wilner
10. Cleveland
have all the technology. It takes a lot snorkeling exercises.
Associated Press
11. N.Y. Jets
of people taking a lot of deep breaths
That didn’t hurt the likes of LSU
12. Las Vegas
From his home in the New York on it, as you can imagine.
quarterback Burrow, who barring a
13. San Francisco (from
City suburbs, Roger Goodell will han“Again, I really believe most teams stunning move by the Bengals, will be
Indianapolis)
dle perhaps his most visible annual are quite set and I would say from our the first name Goodell calls out
14. Tampa Bay
chore – announcing draft picks.
standpoint, though technology is tonight. Same for Young, Ohio State’s
15. Denver
Visible, but this time virtual.
going to have to switch and we’re dominant defender and probably the
16. Atlanta
Not since the NFL draft became a going to be asked to work out of our best player in this crop.
17. Dallas
televised event in 1980 has it been own homes, I feel like we have such a
But guys carrying question marks?
18. Miami (from Pittsburgh)
stripped to the basics like this year’s
r e a l l y s o u n d Guys who had medical issues and
19. Las Vegas (from Chicago)
proceedings will be.
p e r s o n n e l didn’t get the usual re-check followTONIGHT department. ... ing the scouting combine? Or players 20. Jacksonville (from L.A.
Beginning tonight, as a safeguard
Rams)
against the coronavirus pandemic,
We feel honest- who didn’t get invited to the comNFL Draft,
21. Philadelphia
adhering to medical and governmenly if this was bine? Or collegians with off-field
Round 1,
22. Minnesota (from Buffalo)
tal advice and restrictions, selectors
move d up 10 issues?
8
p.m.,
ABC,
23. New England
will work from their homes. Prospects
days ahead and
“That’s what you miss out on,”
ESPN,
NFL
24. New Orleans
will be at their homes, too.
we had to draft Giants GM Dave Gettleman says of
25. Minnesota
Goodell, who ordered all team
out of the back the lack of in-person encounters. “By
26. Miami (from Houston)
facilities closed on March 26 and has
of a shed we’d not having pro days, you also miss
27. Seattle
extended that ban indefinitely, won’t be prepared to capitalize on it and do that personal contact. Watching guys
28. Baltimore
be sharing hugs with Joe Burrow or an adept job with it.”
among their peers and how they
29. Tennessee
Chase Young or any of the other 32
Whoa! There were some teams that operate, how they’re received. That
30. Green Bay
first-rounders. He will offer congrat- wanted the draft pushed back a few tells a lot when you just watch a kid
31.MARK
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the lack of in-person encounters. “By
not having pro days, you also miss
that personal contact. Watching guys
among their peers and how they
operate, how they’re received. That
tells a lot when you just watch a kid
in those circumstances.
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out of the back
of a shed we’d
be prepared to capitalize on it and do
an adept job with it.”
Whoa! There were some teams that
wanted the draft pushed back a few
weeks. The main issue naturally, has
been the collection of information.
With no in-person interviews out-

By Mark BluMenthal

Palatka Daily News
mblumenthal@palatkadailynews.com

S

ome college programs got taken down
completely because of the COVID-19
pandemic.
Games stopped. So did on-theroad, face-to-face recruiting.
Then again, there’s St. Johns River State
College volleyball coach Matt Cohen.
“I’m always an optimistic person,” he

said Wednesday.
Cohen had reason to be optimistic. While
the pandemic has shut down many a college
athletic program, his work that started before
the pandemic hit fully has come to fruition.
He was able to sign two players, even though
neither truly got to see the campus while it
was open, and has a third player he said he is
going to get a signature to come to the
Division II junior college program shortly.
“I honestly didn’t know what to expect,”
Cohen said when asked if he was stunned or

not by getting players after the campus shut
down in mid-March. “With all college programs in a quiet period, I wasn’t sure, but I
was fortunate we were able to get the three
players after getting shut down.”
The two young ladies he was able to get
were Emily Evans, an outside hitter from
Orlando Dr. Phillips High School, and Sammi
Beas, another outside hitter from West Palm
Beach Forest Hill High.

See SJRSC, Page 10A
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Sign-stealing
SJRSC scam costs Red Sox draft pick; Cora out for ’20
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five of them transferred.
Clermont East Ridge outside hit- we are.”
That left just Dariana Luna, an ter/middle blocker, Kendall
But, of course, a lot of that is
effective libero from Davie Western Hatchett of Blountstown, another dependent on when the OK is
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9A High and Ricki Sheets, a Lakeland outside hitter, and Cohen’s first given to come back and have a
, even
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Hustling to Get New Recruits
SJR State volleyball coach brings in 11 new players, 3 he signed after pandemic shut down school
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